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Abstract

English communicative competence is one of the prime preferences for learners in this current century, including tourism academy students. The aims of this research were to analyse the hindering factors in communicative competence and disclose the micro and macro component problems of English communicative competence at the fourth semester of hotel department students enrolled in three-year diploma program in Denpasar tourism academy. This was a descriptive-quantitative study and involved 30 students and one English lecturer as the respondents at this college. Data were collected through in-depth interview, questionnaire, field observation, and students’ English communicative competence document. Then, data were analysed by using software program, Excel Chart Data Series. The result indicates that student’s internal factors were more affecting than other factors and micro components were more complicated than macro components in the students’ English communicative competence.
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Abstrak

INTRODUCTION

English communicative competence as key roles nowadays including in tourism. It is an essential to the creation of network and to the tourism organizational management (Reddy, 2016). Communicative competence can gain students’ confidence, cultivate their sense of the language and create an atmosphere during the process of communication (Fang, 2010).

Communicative competence as the main component in the second/foreign language teaching methodology (Bissenbayeva, Ubniyazova, Saktaganov, Bimagambetova, & Baytucaeva, 2013). It enables students to participate actively in the professional communications. Consequently, communicative competence is not only as an inherent grammatical competence (linguistic competence) but also as the ability to use grammatical competence (linguistic performance) in a variety of communicative situations.

Communicative competence as a construct which is made up from four components (Canale & Swain, 1980). The first two components reflect the use of linguistic systems; the two components related to the functional aspects of communication. The four components are grammatical competence which refers to knowledge of lexical items and of rules of morphology, syntax, sentence-grammar semantics, and phonology; discourse competence concerns with the ability to connect sentences in stretches of discourse and to form a meaningful whole out of a series of utterance; sociolinguistic competence emphasizes on the knowledge of sociocultural rules of language and of discourse. This competence requires an understanding of social context in which language is used; the roles of the participants, the information they share, and the function of the interaction; and strategic competence refers to the verbal and nonverbal communication strategies that may be called into action to compensate for breakdowns in communication because of performance variables or in sufficient competence. Besides that, communicative competence is defined as an ability of a speaker to use the language correctly and appropriately in the given situation (Hymes, 1972). A speaker is sued to have not only linguistic competence but also sociolinguistic, discourse, and strategic competence. According to Hymes linguistic competence is the knowledge of the language code, i.e. its grammar and vocabulary, and also of the conventions of its written representation (script and orthography). The grammar component includes the knowledge of the sounds and their pronunciation (i.e. phonetics), the rules that govern sound interactions and patterns (i.e. phonology), the formation of words by means of e.g. inflection and derivation (i.e. morphology), the rules that govern the combination of words and phrases to structure sentences (i.e. syntax), and the way that meaning is conveyed through language (i.e. semantics). Furthermore, Sociolinguistic competence is the knowledge of sociocultural rules of use, i.e. knowing how to use and respond to language appropriately. The appropriateness depends on the setting of the communication, the topic, and the relationships among the people communicating. Moreover, being appropriate depends on knowing what the taboos of the other culture are, what politeness indices are used in each case, what the politcially correct term would be for something, how a specific attitude (authority, friendliness, courtesy, irony etc.) is expressed, etc. Then, discourse competence is the knowledge of how to produce and comprehend oral or written texts in the modes of speaking/writing and listening/reading respectively. It’s knowing how to combine language structures into a cohesive and coherent oral or written text of different types. Thus, discourse competence deals with organizing words, phrases and sentences in order to create conversations, speeches,
poetry, newspaper articles, etc. And strategic competence is the ability to recognize and repair communication breakdowns before, during, or after they occur. For instance, the speaker may not know a certain word, thus will plan to either paraphrase, or ask what that word is in the target language. During the conversation, background noise or other factors may hinder communication; thus, the speaker must know how to keep the communication channel open.

In this paper, English communicative competence is indicated by the ability of speakers to perform micro and macro components correctly and appropriately in oral language ability context. Micro components are representative of linguistic competence and macro components refer to performance competence. Micro and macro components are basis for a speaker in supporting communicative competence (Fromkin, 2003).

Researchers adapted components of communicative competence from research findings done by (Poolsawad, Kanjanawasee, & Wudthayagorn, 2015) as shown in this following table.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1 Components of Communicative Competence in Language Use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Linguistic Competence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grammatical Competence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discourse Competence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Textual Knowledge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communicative Knowledge</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Previous researches present convincing evidence that communicative competence must be mastered by fresh graduates including hotel department of tourism academy students so that they can cope better with the communication problems they
encounter in their lives (Keyton et al., 2013). However, the concept of the micro and macro components of communicative competence and factors are hindering students’ achievement of communicative competence have not been strongly supported by recent communicative competence research findings.

While the assumption that micro and macro components of communicative competence that hamper students’ English communicative competence achievement and the factors obstruct that achievement is commonly accepted, the essential toward classification of micro and macro components of communicative competence and disclose the factors affecting communicative competence have increasingly become the center of attention (Dumitriu, Timofti, & Dumitriu, 2014). In this paper, the concept of micro and macro components of communicative competence is highly supported. We assume that the achievement of communicative competence of hotel department students in tourism academy is affected by relevant factors.

Some studies have provided evidence that the achievement of English communicative competence is determined by some factors. For example, (Chang & Goswami, 2011) presented the factors that hamper students’ English communicative competence achievement were teachers’ professional training, sufficient learning resources, teachers’ persistence, school support, appropriate curriculum, students’ willingness to participate in the class, students’ need to use English for communication and modified exams. Similarly, (El-Omari, 2016) reported that the factors affect toward communicative competence are attitudinal, socioeconomic, social, and extra-curricular activities. Moreover, performance factor, affective factor, listening ability, and feedback during speaking tasks also as the factors affected toward students’ achievement in the communicative competence (Hoang, Tran, & Mai, 2015).

Other factors also affected toward the achievement of students’ communicative competence were students (learner inhibition, lack of motivation, lack of topical knowledge, limited vocabulary, lack of confidence, listening ability, poor non-verbal communication and anxiety), teacher (class activities are dominantly done by students), family background (parents encouragement), rural background (lack of English learning access), excessive use of mother-tongue, L1 phonology interference and curriculum (lack of proper orientation) (Bashiruddin, 2018).

Based on the aforementioned literature reviews, it is obvious that analyzing factors affected English communicative competence is very essential to be understood by students and lecturers at hotel department in tourism academy Denpasar, Indonesia. Students and lecturers are encouraged to reflect the dominant factors which are highly influential to improve their English communicative competence. Instruction atmosphere can be altered in line with the communicative competence problems found in this study. Thus, the prime aim of this current research is to disclose the real problems faced by hotel department students in tourism academy toward the achievement of their English communicative competence; both micro and macro components then factors affected those. This research, then, aims to answer the following questions.

1) What components do hamper the achievement of students’ communicative competence?
2) What factors are hindering the achievement of students’ communicative competence?

METHOD
This is a descriptive-quantitative study which was conducted on May 2017 and involved 31 respondents. Furthermore, data were collected through in-depth interview, questionnaire, field observation and students’ English communicative competence document. Then data were analyzed by using software program, Excel Chart Data Series.
Researchers classified the components of English communicative competence. Then researchers analyzed the hindering factors in the achievement of their English communicative competence.

Questionnaire instrument was used to identify micro and macro components of English communicative competence and the factors hindering the achievement of English communicative competence. The data was collected from questionnaire then re-validated through in-depth interview which was done toward all students (30 students) and one English lecturer. The questionnaire was checked by two expert judgments for giving their agreement and disagreement toward the content validity.

Data were collected through some procedures namely; (1) the questionnaire was distributed to all respondents at the same time spending around 40 minutes and (2) in-depth interview involved 30 students was conducted about one hour after the questionnaire distribution and it was recorded on the tape in order to have accurate data for analysis. 30 students were divided into 4 groups and they were seated in a circle seating arrangement. The researchers proposed each question from the list of interview and then all of them could freely answer as what they wanted to say about their problems in achieving English communicative competence. Respondents voluntarily responded any given questions. Data were then analyzed by using software program, Excel Chart Data Series and it was continued by qualitative interpretation. Data from the questionnaire deployed numerical calculation of the percentage, meanwhile data from in-depth interview were presented qualitatively, rely on respondents’ responses.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The aims of this research are to describe the components that hamper the achievement of English communicative competence and factors hindering that achievement. The researchers found out that those micro components are the prime problems of the respondents’ English communicative competence. It was (63,30%) and the problem of macro component is only 5,40%. Micro and macro problems can be seen through the following figure.

**Figure 1 Micro and Macro Problems**

Furthermore, micro components as a major problem as stated at the figure 1 above was the linguistic competence represented phonology which was the highest problem (15,20%), syntax problem (13,80%), fluency (12,40%), discourse (11,60%) and less of vocabulary mastery (10,30%). The micro components described can be more understood through the following figure.

**Figure 2 Micro Component Problems**

The matter of each micro component has the logic and unique argumentation. Respondents have shown different ability in each micro component and had equality in macro components. The accuracy of pronunciation (phonology) which focuses on the ability of a speaker to produce a variety of phoneme (intonation, rhythm, accent) so that it can be easily understood by interlocutor was the prime matter (15,20%). This problem caused by insufficient time allocation for practicing English directly with English speakers at tourism objects in Bali.
and lack of students’ initiative in utilizing the use of modern technology to minimize the pronunciation problem. These were caused by respondents’ activities. Respondents highlighted that their interlocutor were quite confused about the meaning of words or phrases because of bad pronunciation. Phonology is a difficult aspect of language learning for EFL learners (Mahripah, 2014). Generally, English is not a phonetic language. That is, pronunciation of English words is not similar to their spellings. Words with similar spellings are sometimes pronounced differently because of their surrounding contexts like tenses and phonemes that come after them. This can cause a lot of problems for non-native speakers of English and they sometimes get confused in producing the English words. Mahripah further claimed that some linguistic components of language like syntax, vocabulary, semantics and psychological factors such as motivation and personality also affected toward students’ achievement in learning a language. Modern technologies such as communication lab, speech recognition software and quicktionary can be utilized in developing learners’ pronunciation (Bahadorfar & Omidvar, 2014). These technological tools are much more interesting and provide fun and enjoyable learning, motivating the students, and help them to enhance their language learning in a fruitful way, moreover, these tools help students learn at their own pace and promote autonomy in them. Other modern technologies include computers, laptop, PDAs, media players, you tube, teacher tube, webquest and the like have been a great inspiration for students and made them want to learn more about learning material (Suwannakhun & Taniteerapan, 2017).

Next, 13.80% respondents showed their syntax matter which was far from the expectation. This component engages respondents to be able to implement the appropriate patterns of target language, such as word category, word formation, tenses, plurality, etc. They need to have ‘a greater effort’ to obtain an effective communication skill. Respondents are encouraged to create English verbal communication habit with the appropriate pattern. Grammar rules can help students to develop a habit of thinking logically and clearly. A speaker who knows the rule of a language, he/she will be able to communicate that language in a smooth and skilful way (Alhaysony & Alhaisoni, 2017). Thus, mastering pattern is the foundation of proficiency communication.

Moreover, fluency problem which emphasizes on producing utterances (pauses, stressing, voice purity, etc) was 12.40%. This percentage was supported by respondents’ bravery and self-efficacy. Their top priority was the easiness of utterances to be understood by interlocutor in the conversation. Fluency facilitates any speakers to produce or comprehend utterances smoothly, rapidly, and accurately (Mirzaei, 2012). By improving fluency, learners can strengthen their motivation to use the language.

Then, discourse problem was at fourth position (11.60%) where the respondents are suggested to be able to produce cohesion in form and coherence in meaning. Most of respondents are unable to use coherently various kinds of discourse in English course such as the use of appropriate synonym words, pronouns, substitution, repetition words and phrases, coordinating conjunctions in their conversation, etc. However, the ability of discourse supports the speakers to construct the organizing structure of the text, identify the logical linkage of contents thus processing the flow of information more easily and can also activate those conceptual schemas involved in communication of the meaning. Metadiscourse helps a speaker in constructing a good connecting sentences, shift topics, recognize an introduction, transition, and a conclusion, recognize the relevance signals and circumstances, which define the rhetorical situation of the text (Tavakoli, 2010).

And vocabulary was 10.30%. Regarding vocabulary problem, the respondents are highly suggested to be able
to provide the relevant lexicon on the topic given and be able to use the conjunctions (words cohesive devices). The respondents are encouraged to be able to construct the words which are in line with the topic, use the appropriate conjunctions, meaning (synonym & antonym), differentiate between passive and active vocabulary, etc. They were unable to show the words of indicators cohesively in their utterances; i.e. respondents are unable to use conditional conjunctions (if and unless); additional (moreover, then, furthermore, etc); and conclusion (so, thus, it means that, sum up, etc) appropriately. Vocabulary is recognized as a vital factor for the communication development. Vocabulary knowledge may determine the quality of speaker’ listening, speaking, reading and writing performances (Mokhtar et al., 2010).

More than that, in the field observation of the macro components, problems in sociolinguistics and communication strategy have been implemented up to 94.60% as shown at figure 3. The respondents were able to use sociolinguistics competence (48.32%) such as communication functions which rely on setting, participant, aim, norms, and genre, be able to perform a variety of language style (verbal and non-verbal) and other sociolinguistic features. The English lecturer disclosed that the ability of students in using sociolinguistic features is caused by the usage of various language expressions in informal and formal interaction settings. These are perhaps unconscious sociolinguistic behaviour in their daily life. Besides that, communication strategy is the second macro component which makes emphasis on the ability of the speakers to perform the battery of pre-communication, whilst, and post-communication tactic. During the interaction, addressee and addressee sometimes struggle to find the appropriate words or phrases to communicate, express and understand the intended messages. It seems that this struggle is due to a gap between what the addressers (speakers) want to say and their available linguistic resources. So, they try to fill in this gap through resorting to different ways and strategies which are commonly referred to as ‘communication strategies’. These strategies enable to the speakers to compensate for and to cope with problems resulting from their lack of linguistic, communicative and cultural codes of the target language.

The English lecturer claimed that the students have known how to keep the communication channel open. If the communication was unsuccessful due to external factors (such as interruptions), or due to the message being misunderstood by addressee (interlocutor), the students understood how to restore his/her communication. The students have performed the strategies in terms of requests for repetition, clarification, slower speech, or the usage of gestures, taking turns in the conversation, etc. Regarding this, the component was well implemented by respondents (46.28%).

**Figure 3 Macro Components**

The proportionality between micro and macro components in the verbal communication is ‘the exact technique’ in achieving English communicative competence. Both components are reciprocal. A speaker cannot be separated from competence (micro component) and performance (macro component) in the speech activity (Chomsky, 1965). Competence is a speaker’s knowledge of language and performance refers to the implementation in the conversation. Cooper (Munby, 1989) said that effective communication requires more than linguistic competence. A speaker must know not only how to produce any and all grammatical utterances of language, but also how to use...
them acceptably and appropriately. The speaker must know what to say, with whom, and when, and where. Since both components (micro and macro) are included in the interaction settings, a speaker may have good guarantee to be involved actively in the interaction. Effective communication is like functional communication (Tarigan, 2015). Functional communication suits a speaker to perform both micro and macro components in the interaction. Functional refers to a speaker is not only sued to possess the sufficiency knowledge of the target language but also be sufficient for effective usage in the real communication in that target language. Savignon (Yu, 2001) stated that there is a hypothetical integration of micro and macro components of communicative competence. Those components are interrelated. They cannot be developed or measured in isolation and one cannot go from one component to the other as one strings beads to make a necklace. Micro components consist of grammatical competence and discourse competence while sociocultural competence and strategic competence included macro components. Moreover, speaker’s language ability is indicated by two components: micro and macro (Bachman & Palmer, 1996). Micro components or language knowledge consist of grammatical knowledge and textual knowledge. Grammatical knowledge encourages speaker to possess the knowledge of linguistic competence, such as vocabulary, syntax, phonology and graphology. They enable recognition and production of grammatically correct sentences as well as comprehension of their propositional content. In other hand, textual knowledge refers to the ability of a speaker to develop and well interpreted the coherence and consistency in the real interaction. For example, a speaker is able to interpret the knowledge of cohesion (ways of marking semantic relationships among two or more sentences in a written text or utterances in a conversation) and knowledge of rhetorical organization (way of developing narrative texts, descriptions, comparisons, classifications, etc.) or conversational organization (conventions for initiating, maintaining and closing conversations). Whereas macro components are functional knowledge (pragmatic) and sociolinguistic knowledge. Functional knowledge encourages speaker to be able to use language functions appropriately, i.e. emotive, referential, expressive, directive and so forth. Then sociolinguistic knowledge focuses on how speaker understands the aim of communication, interlocutor (hearer), context, setting, and timing as well. Furthermore, speaker is engaged to be able to perform the lexicon and oral types of expression in line with the context and culture of the target language.

The achievement of communicative competence is also determined by some factors such as students (learner inhibition, lack of practicing, lack of motivation, lack of confidence, listening ability and anxiety), teachers (teaching materials, methods, medias, assessments, creating learning atmosphere), curriculum (students’ target needs), peers’ support, parent’s endorsement, and the like.

The first factor revealed in this research shows that there was an insufficiency of practicing English after class with English speaking communities although there are lots of English speaking communities close to their living places. The number of reached 41, 18%. This percentage was caused by students’ busyness. Respondents were very busy with their part time job before class. They had afternoon class and there was opportunity in the morning to seek a part time job. Respondents are from different backgrounds and they recognized that the most of them had to work in the morning before class to aid their living allowance. Students disclosed that some of them did not have enough monthly living allowance. There were parents allocated their monthly living allowance only IDR 500000. It is anxious living in this city. This limited monetary allocation engages them to have a part time job and insufficiency practicing English after class with their peers or English-speaking communities. They were
sued to classify primary, secondary and tertiary needs in the academic and non-academic. Some of them left their non-academic habits which disturb their primary fulfillment such as snack time, weekend pub, wine consuming, motorbike/car racing, and cigarette. But academic budgeting such as books, seminars, relevant workshops and conferences certainly they never cancelling. If the respondents had strong commitment and practice English regularly after class with their peers and English-speaking communities, it was possible for them having English speaking habitual to support their oral English ability. The frequency of practicing English outside the classroom significantly correlated with the ability of the use of oral communication skill (Huang, 2010). It is believed that someone who is more often involved to functional practice constantly may increase one’s linguistic outcomes. Other factors affected toward the achievement in the oral communication according to Huang were learner’s language proficiency, self-perceived oral proficiency and their motivation in speaking English. Furthermore, learners’ lack of practical experiences, limited course time and length, unsupportive English learning environment and limited access to English co-curricular activities are also the factors that hinder the development of communicative competence (Xie, 2016). To overcome the matter of learners’ lack of practical experiences and to enhance teaching English speaking effectiveness, it is suggested to increase learners’ out-of-class learning activities by developing a specially designed self-access learning platform so that they will be able to learn English whenever wherever they need. Inhibition to speak English in the classroom caused by lack of students’ initiative to practice English after class (Ur, 1996). According to Ur the factors which hinder students’ achievement of English communicative competence consist of inhibition to practice English in daily life, lack of topical knowledge (students may be bored or feel that the topic is unrelated to anything they know), low or uneven participation in classroom activity, nothing to say (the students don’t find one to fit into the context/content. This is because of lack of exposure to a variety of vocabulary. This also leads to fail speaking fluently in English Language, which again leads to lose confidence) and mother-tongue use (when the learners are asked to perform a speaking activity, they immediately start thinking about the topic in their mother tongue, concept what they want to say in their mother-tongue and then translate it into English, which often results in mistakes).

The second, the personal’ inhibition to use English was 20.40%. The most common matter encountered by the English lecturer was the learner’s inhibition to speak in English. Lecturer disclosed that students worried about making mistakes and losing face in front of the class. The English lecturer has attempted to minimize students’ inhibition to practice English in and after class. Students are obligated to speak in English class whatever they have. This technique provides rehearsal opportunities for students to use any languages they have known to provide feedback for both teacher and students. The more students have opportunities to activate the various elements of language they have stored in their brains, the more automatics of their use of these elements. Accordingly, students require a supportive learning technique in which they are encouraged and challenged to speak with clarity, and moreover engage in purposefully to explore a variety of topics. Students are encouraged to have a lot of time to practice their English speaking. Listening and repeating are simple strategies can be done by students in improving their English-speaking skill. Teachers are asked to provide some guidelines and ask students to repeat/follow. This can remove the learners’ shyness. Teachers can use short questions and short dialogues in the classrooms to develop students’ speaking skills (Bashir, 2011). There were three factors affecting students’ inhibition to speak English such as motivation, anxiety and self-esteem (Ariyanti, 2016). Motivation is regarded as a
great effort to reach their English communicative competence. Motivation is a key factor in learning a language (Nida, 1956). It is an inner source, preference, desire, emotion, reason, need, impulse or purpose that moves a person to a particular action. Motivation is viewed as one of the prime factors that influence the speed and amount of success of foreign language learners. More than that, motivation contributes to learners’ attitudes and it should be kept in mind in the learning process (Genc & Aydin, 2017). Motivation is like ‘smart processor’ in determining student’s achievement (Harmer, 2007). He categorized intrinsic and extrinsic motivation. Intrinsic motivation happens inside the classroom, namely teacher’s method, students’ involvement, or students’ perception toward their success or failure. Extrinsic motivation, on the other hand, is influenced by a number of external factors such as society, family, and peer’s support. In short, motivation can influence students’ decision on being involved or not to practice their English. Next, speaking English in front of class often leads to anxiety. This is one of the major factors for the inability to speak in English. It is a natural psychological aspect which contains the feeling of fear which sometimes uncontrollable (Javed, Eng, Mohamed, & Sam, 2013). The English lecturer is suggested to help and encourage the students to practice English more and more, in this way the students would be able to minimize the anxiety towards the English language learning. Then, self-esteem which becomes one of the influential factors toward the achievement in the communicative competence. The students who have high self-esteem will perceive better achievement rather than those who do not.

The third factor, was the fact that there is no peer’s eagerness to cooperate for the English practicing in and after class. This factor contributes 24%. Respondents affirmed that they found difficulty to practice English with their colleagues in and after English class. There were two logic reasons for this matter. First, students felt ‘ashamed’ to practice English with their classmates because of their ‘limited’ linguistic competence (phonology, morphology, syntax, and semantic). Then, ‘academic arrogance’. Some students disclosed that there are many ‘capable friends’ for English speaking in their class but they did not have ‘heart’ to share their knowledge of language. For example, when other friends greeted them in English, they replayed it in the first language or national language, however, they wanted to listen their excellent English speaking. Some friends also invited them to join in the English conversation club but they had lots of irrational argumentation to come and join. However, one way to improve communicative competence is to interact with others, learn from others, and the choice of the topics based on the learners’ interests (Castillo, 2007). In line with learn from others, learners’ cooperation could encourage speaking skills (León & Cely, 2010). León & Cely disclosed that learners’ cooperation and involvement, self-confidence and motivation are the factors that influence toward students’ English speaking achievement. Additionally, three factors affecting toward students’ low achievement include relationship among students, family atmosphere and teachers in terms of method, material design, media, assessment and classroom management (Lozano, 2018).

Then, the insufficiency of parents’ endorsement to facilitate their English communicative competence was 14.42%. Parents’ endorsement played a role in overcoming the obstacles of limiting English learning opportunities for students. The English lecturer recognized that some students who got parents’ financial support had better the achievement of English communicative competence than those who didn’t. Those students might enroll English courses outside and had the frequency of the use English. Students who took English course had greater achievement at learning English language. Socio-economic status of students’ households is one of the factors that hinder toward students’ academic performance (Mlambo, 2012). Whereas the
other factors such as home atmosphere, students’ personality (self-esteem and attitude), school management, teacher’s method, class size, quality of teaching, the social structure including relationship with peers, parents’ involvement in their child’s education, gender, aptitude, motivation and entry qualifications and prerequisites also contribute toward students’ academic performance. Each percentage of these factors can be seen thoroughly on the following figure 4.

**Figure 4 Factors affecting Communicative Competence**

The factors describe above definitely contribute toward students’ achievement in English communicative competence. Those factors are interrelated. Students’ learning satisfaction must be in line with their achievement motivation and teachers’ teaching performance. Teachers’ teaching performance is defined as the ability of a teacher to teach that can be viewed during the learning process. Student learning satisfaction is measured as an attitude and psychological conditions of students in responding to the learning process experience. Then, students’ achievement motivation is the psychological driving force from the students themselves, which directs the learning activities into the right direction. Thus, the students can achieve better results. Cognitive, affective and performance are three factors that cannot separated each other toward the achievement of communicative competence (Thornbury, 2005). Cognitive factor refers to familiarity with topic, genre, interlocutors, and processing demands. Familiarity with the topics enable the speakers to be easier in the communication task. Then, genre familiarity means a speech will be easier if the speakers are familiar with those particular genres. Next, familiarity with the interlocutors helps the speaker to have enjoyable communication. Generally, communication, the better you know the people you are talking to, definitely the more shared knowledge you can do. And processing demands concerns with the procedure done in the speech event. Affective factor focuses on how speaker has self-confidence and topic interested. Self-confidence has positive effect toward speaker’s performance in producing the utterances. Then topic interested refers to speaker’s feeling toward topic. If the speakers are interested to the topic we are talking about, the easier speech activity will be. Whereas, performance factor means that a speaker has to understand how the message is delivered, emotional equality, time allocation, participant, setting, aim, and genre as well. Speaker is pushed to be able to monitor interlocutor’s responses such as gesture and eye-contact toward message given. Next, a speaker’s feeling equality can be done through preparation. The more time to prepare, the easier the speech will be. Moreover, time allocation must be understood by a speaker. How many times (hours or minutes) implicate toward speaker’s performance. Besides that, the speaker must know what is the aim of speech activity, what is the context, what to say, with whom, when, and where.

Although this research conducted at tourism academy students but this result can be used by other English teachers (speaking lecturers) in some departments to classify the students’ weaknesses of knowledge of language for both micro and macro then become top priority to be solved and handle the factors that hamper students’ communicative competence by creating a less threatening classroom atmosphere, employ appropriate techniques and strategies, media, assessment, motivate to
speak English and strengthen student’s confidence and efficacy.

CONCLUSION
Referring to the data described, this research concludes that the micro components is the prime matter in achieving students’ English communicative competence. The accuracy of pronunciation (phonology) contributes the highest percentage (15.20%) then it is followed by syntax problem (13.80%). Fluency is the third component (12.40%), discourse problem, 11.60% then fifth is the problem of limited vocabulary (10.30%). Meanwhile, macro components’ problem only 5.4%. In terms of hindering factors in the achievement of communicative competence highlights that the most affected factor toward the English communicative competence is the insufficiency of practicing English after class with English speaking communities (41.18%). Then followed by lack of eagerness of students’ peers to practice their English in and after class (24%). No peer’s eagerness to practice English in and after class contributes 20.40 % then closed by lack of parents’ endorsement (14, 42%). Based on the findings and discussion elaborated above, below are some recommendations:

1) Micro components of communicative competence, particularly on phonology must be the center of attention given by English lecturer. Students also are asked to be familiarized with the speech recognition software in overcoming the accuracy of pronunciation matter.

2) It is recommended that English lecturer to be more creative in designing the instructional activities and materials to provide students’ linguistic resources. Participatory method, task-based method, direct method and communicative language teaching method are highly suggested and performance-based assessment and peer assessment are possible to be applied in measuring students’ oral communication ability.

3) Other researchers are expected to explore more other relevant factors that affected toward students’ achievement in the communicative competence.
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